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Director's Note
Somewhere over the rainbow, many years ago, I was cast as
Dorothy in my very first play. That experience sparked a love for
theatre that has only grown through the years and is a burning
passion that seems to be inextinguishable. Directing this show that
is so dear to my heart has brought me full circle on my yellow brick
road. I hope that those involved with this show have had a similar
experience - that being a part of this production has changed them
and they can look back years from now with fond memories. I hope
that you are changed as well. I wanted this to be a Wizard of Oz
like you've never seen it before. I wanted you to feel the nostalgia of
this beloved story, but experience it in a new way. Through this
story, I hope you see that with heart, thoughtfulness, courage, and
a touch of magic, everything will be alright and that you are never
alone on your own yellow brick road.
I thank all those who selflessly gave of their time and talents to
make this show happen. Theatre really is a community and I am
thankful for each actor, parent, costumer, technician, set
designer/builder, volunteer, and friend who helped with this
production. Thank you to my husband and children who support me
in my love for this art. And thank you - our audience! Thank you for
supporting local theatre. We appreciate you coming so very much.
Enjoy the show!
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Synopsis
THE WIZARD OF OZ (R.S.C. 1987) — SYNOPSIS
Act I
Dorothy Gale, a young girl living on a Kansas farm with her Aunt Em and Uncle Henry, dreams of escaping her mundane
life ("Over The Rainbow"). The family's mean neighbor, Miss Gulch, threatens to impound Dorothy's cherished dog, Toto,
so Dorothy and Toto run away. They meet up with kindly Professor Marvel, who subtly convinces Dorothy to return home.
Suddenly a cyclone hits, and Dorothy and Toto, seeking shelter in the house, are transported to the Land of Oz.
In Oz, Dorothy meets Glinda, the Good Witch of the North. Apparently, Dorothy's house has landed upon - and fatally
stricken - the Wicked Witch of the East. The Munchkins, now freed from the Wicked Witch of the East, celebrate and hail
Dorothy as their new heroine ("Ding Dong! The Witch Is Dead/Munchkin Musical Sequence"). Suddenly, the Wicked Witch
of the West appears, interrupting the celebration and seeking vengeance. Unable to reclaim her sister's shoes, which are
now on Dorothy's feet, the Witch vows to return and disappears in a cloud of smoke. Dorothy, seeking a way back home to
Kansas, sets off to see the Wizard of Oz ("Follow the Yellow Brick Road").
Along the way, Dorothy meets three new friends, each of whom lacks a crucial characteristic: The Scarecrow ("If I Only
Had A Brain") The Tinman ("If I Only Had A Heart") and the Lion ("If I Only Had The Nerve"). Together, the four new
companions make their way towards Oz ("We're Off To See The Wizard"). The Witch attempts to sedate the travelers with
a poisonous field of poppies, but Glinda reverses the spell with healing snowflakes ("Poppies/Optimistic Voices").
Act II
The travelers, arriving at the Emerald City, are delayed by a stubborn Gatekeeper, but Dorothy's tears convince him to
relent and let them in ("Merry Old Land Of Oz"). As the group awaits its audience with the Wizard, the Lion boasts he is
"King Of The Forest." Finally, they meet the imposing and irritable Wizard, who demands the broomstick of the Wicked
Witch of the West.
The four friends travel deep into the haunted forest. Suddenly, they encounter jitterbugs, who make them dance until they
collapse from exhaustion ("The Jitterbug"). The Wicked Witch's flying monkeys swoop down, capturing Dorothy and Toto.
At the castle, the Witch vows to take Dorothy's life ("Over The Rainbow" - Reprise). Meanwhile, the Lion, Scarecrow, and
Tinman infiltrate the castle disguised as Winkie guards. The foursome and Toto are reunited, but the Wicked Witch
interferes, threatening the Scarecrow with fire. Dorothy, dousing the flames with a bucket of water, accidentally strikes the
Witch, who smolders and melts into nothing ("Ding Dong The Witch Is Dead - Reprise"). The four friends, triumphant, take
the Witch's broom back to the Wizard.
The Wizard remains imperious and imposing, but Toto pulls aside a curtain to reveal a meek and ordinary man speaking
into a microphone. The Wizard, revealed to be a "humbug," nonetheless grants each traveler's request, giving the
Scarecrow, the Tinman, and the Lion each a token of his newly-acquired ability. The Wizard offers to take Dorothy back to
Kansas in his hot-air balloon, but the balloon accidentally takes off, and Dorothy is left alone and crestfallen. Glinda
appears and explains that Dorothy has always had the power to return home. All she has to do is close her eyes, tap her
heels together three times, and repeat to herself, "There's no place like home."
Back in Kansas, Dorothy awakens, confused, with a bump on her head. Reunited with all her loved ones, and relieved to
learn the storm has left Miss Gulch incapacitated by a broken leg, Dorothy shares the tale of her miraculous journey,
celebrating the joy and healing power of home.
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CAST
Dorothy: Abigail Whiting
Toto (Real): Hanna Owens
Toto (Puppet): Alyssa Schaugaard
Aunt Em/Glinda: Kayli Champneys
Uncle Henry/Guard: James Eastmond
Zeke/Lion: Marc Owens
Hickory/Tinman: Benjamin Brockbank
Hunk/Scarecrow: Gabe Lee
Miss Gulch/Wicked Witch of the West: Serena
Schaugaard
Professor Marvel/Wizard of Oz: Jeff Ballew
Munchkins:
Nora Lee
Getty St. John
Violet St. John
Maylee Weight
Samuel Owens
Anya Lee
Maggie Lee
William Lee
Cameron Peterson
Allie Shoemaker
Lyla Severson
Avalon Barnes
Milo Riley
Taylor Hopkins
Eden Lee
Mayor: William Lee
Coroner: Maggie Lee
Barrister: Milo Riley
City Mothers:
Avalon Barnes
Violet St. John
Nora Lee
Tough Guys:
Getty St. John
Cameron Peterson
Fiddler: Samuel Owens
Braggart: Taylor Hopkins
Munchkin #1: Lyla Severson
Munchkin #2: Allie Shoemaker
Tots:
Anya Lee
Maylee Weight

Crows:
Cambry Wangsgard
Annabelle Lee
Malaina Dunford
Trees:
Michaella Mecham
Kelsey Eastmond
Melissa Lee
Ozians: Full Cast
Beauticians:
Heidi Wangsgard
Michaella Mecham
Annabelle Lee
Polishers:
Lexi Dunford
Alice Roberts
Milo Riley
Manicurists:
Kelsey Eastmond
Jessie Datin
Melissa Lee
Winkie General: Alice Roberts
Winkies:
Annabelle Lee
Jessie Datin
Cambry Wangsgard
Samuel Owens
Lexi Dunford
Nikko: Cameron Peterson
Flying Monkeys:
Allie Shoemaker
Heidi Wangsgard
William Lee
Alayna Maestas
Lead Jitterbug: Jessica Ashby
Jitterbugs:
Malaina Dunford
Annabelle Lee
Kelsey Eastmond
Puppeteer: Tim Fullmer
Crew:
Gabriel Owens
Lincoln Owens
Kendahl Mendez
Enoch Lee
Keaton Rindlisbacher
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CAST BIOS
Abigail Whiting
Abby is 16 years old and will be a junior and Salem Hills high school this fall.
She loves singing, performing, reading, playing guitar, and running. Abby has
performed with other community theaters including Payson and Spanish
Fork, as well as Lifehouse and Salem Hills High School. A few roles include
Xanadu (Calliope), Summer Nights (Anastasia), and Wizard of Oz (Scarecrow).
She is grateful for all the love and support from friends and family, and like
to give a special thanks to her parents for their countless hours of support
and encouragement!

Alyssa Schaugaard
Alyssa Schaugaard is playful and cute. Her bark is worse
than her bite, making her the perfect candidate to help
Toto, the puppet, perform to his highest potential. Some of
her favorite performances have been in Moana, Peter Pan,
Oliver, My Turn On Earth, and Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat. Alyssa loves playing tennis, kissing
her puppies, and barking at stray cats!

Kayli Champneys
Kayli is a big fan of the arts and is very excited to be doing her second
production with SCT! Some of Kayli's favorite theater roles have been Belle in the
Spanish Fork Youth Theater's production of Beauty and the Beast at age 16,
"Diva Mrs. Potts" in Payson Community Theatre's Animated Night on Broadway
and Middle-aged Vera in Salem Community Theater's Family Night on Broadway.
Kayli works as an artist full time. She also enjoys singing in the car on the way to
work, biking unprofessionally, and reading 19th century novels. Kayli has loved
being part of such an uplifting and enjoyable show and wants to thank all those
who have made it such a wonderful experience.

CAST BIOS
James Eastmond
James has been doing community theater productions ever since he
started in 2019. He is newer to theater, but has gained a lot of
happiness and fulfillment from it. He enjoys performing with his wife,
who got him interested in musical theater. He enjoys working with
other talented people as well, and is glad to be part of this fun cast.
He is very excited about his roles in this production, and hopes you
will enjoy the show!

Marc Owens
Marc grew up in American Fork and was in many productions as a
child. He played the roles of Christopher Columbus, an Orphan in
Oliver, had roles in Seven Brides for Seven Brothers and a Midnight
Summers Dream. He was also in the now defunct Pageant of the Arts
and participated in many Ward Road Shows. In Jr. High, Marc retired
from acting to pursue other interests (girls mostly). He recently moved
to Salem with his family and decided he would have another try at
acting. He is excited to reprise his role as the Cowardly Lion, which he
first played 28 years ago in the Barratt Elementary 5th and 6ths grade
play back in 1994.

Benjamin Brockbank
Ben is thrilled to be back with SCT with a great cast and crew. Some of
his favorite roles are Baritone-Quartet (Music Man), Warwick (The Alibis),
Dalton (Barrymore Hauntings) and Detective Mike (Unmasqued). Ben
teaches social studies to incredible students, loves going to their shows,
games and concerts, enjoys the outdoors, good company and food. He
sends a huge thank you to all of you for coming to the show and
especially to his loved ones for all their support and God and Christ for
blessing him with his gifts and talents.

CAST BIOS
Gabe Lee
By night (at least this week) the stage, by day a jack of too many
trades! You're likely to find him barefoot, teaching, tuning,
wood working, writing, listening to podcasts at double speed,
reading, conversing, gardening, sword fighting his son, twirling
with his girls, trail-blazing with the dog, or hanging out with his
beloved wife.

Serena Schaugaard
Serena Schaugaard is excited to perform as an unpleasant,
but wildly entertaining witch for you! She loves musical
theatre. Some of her favorite recent performances have
been Nancy in Oliver and Mrs. Darling in Peter Pan. Serena
would like to thank her husband Dan and their children for
their support and for any permanent deafness they may
suffer from living with a crazy-cackling witch!

Jeff Ballew
Jeff is excited to make his SCT debut as Oz/Professor Marvel among a wonderful
cast and crew. He is a veteran of community theater, with favorite past roles
including Mr. McAfee in "Bye Bye Birdie", Samuel in "Pirates of Penzance",
Cleopas in "Savior of the World", and scenes as Macbeth and Malvolio ("Twelfth
Night") in "Bard in the Yard III". Jeff teaches science and advises student
government at American Leadership Academy in Spanish Fork; he loves people
and enjoys teaching, writing, music, dance, theater, chess, and other creative
activities. He gives special thanks for her support to the love of his life, Robin, a
talented fellow thespian and former Wicked Witch of the West.

CAST BIOS
Toto
Hanna is a 5 year old Shorkie. This is her first time ever being in a play. She's
taken to it naturally though, and loves hanging out with Dorothy, who gives
her lots of treats! Though Hanna has never had any pups, she is a mother by
nature. One day when 3 baby chicks hatched, Hanna stayed next to their
pen all night to keep an eye on them and make sure they were safe. One
night one of the chicks got out of the pen, so Hanny picked her up, took her
to her bed and spent the night making sure she was warm. We are proud to
have Hanna in our Production in the Wizard of Oz as Toto!

Nora Lee
Nora is a lovely girl who enjoys books, swimming,
listening to stories (especially Peter Pan and Harry
Potter), drawing, and playing with kittens. She is happy
that her sister and Dad are in this play with her. Her
favorite song to sing is "Gethsemane" and her favorite
song to listen to is the Star Wars theme.

Getty St.John
Getty is 8 years old and will be in 5th grade this fall at Barnett elementary. He
enjoys singing and will sing in the car and all over the house. He hasn’t ever
been in a play or on stage but was excited to try it with is sister Violet. He likes to
play video games and play with his friends and is more of an indoor kid. He is
usually very calm and kind but has been known to let a good screech out when
he wants to get his way. He is a good student and excellent reader and is going
to be on his school student council this coming year. He likes to be helpful and
kind to others. His favorite food is spaghetti because it rhymes with his name.

CAST BIOS
Violet St.John
Violet is 6 years old and will be in 2nd grade this fall at Barnett Elementary.
She loves to sing and dance and perform. She has danced with LifeHouse
studio and this past year, she did their musical theater program which she
loved. Her favorite part of dance is being on stage. She has 4 brothers but
still dreams of one day having a sister. She is definitely spoiled and love all
things girly. She enjoys making bracelets and doing crafts in her free time.
She is so excited to be in the Wizard of Oz play with her brother Getty but
wishes she had a bigger part.

Maylee Weight
Maylee Bliss Weight is 7 years old and the middle of
three children. She loves to come up with, and
practice characters at home. Especially characters
with accents. The Wizard of Oz is her first official
production and she has loved learning all that goes
into putting on a great show. Her favorite part has
been all of the new friends she has made.

Samuel Owens
Samuel moved to Salem in April. He decided to join the cast to make
new friends and for his love of musicals. He attended Renaissance
Academy in Lehi where he was in a dual immersion program, and he is
fluent in Chinese/. He's been in school concerts, but this is his first time
being in a play. Samuel's favorite musicals are Hamilton, In the Heights,
and West Side Story. He is excited to be a member of the Salem
Community Theatre and intends to be a part of it for many years to
come.

CAST BIOS
Anya Lee
Anya is enjoying being in the play with her siblings, cousins, and
mom! She enjoys not wearing shoes, dancing, sewing, painting,
and drawing. A book she loves is The Mysterious Benedict
Society and her current favorite song is "Timonia" by Otava Yo
(with the video!!).

Maggie Lee
Maggie is exceptionally excited to be performing
onstage in this play. She loves the theatrical. She also
loves reading, being outside, and playing the piano.
Her favorite line from a book is "I will make the world
better" and her favorite song is The Prelude to an
Afternoon of a Fawn.

Will Lee
Will is almost twelve. He enjoys maths, reading, playing games, finishing
hikes, chess, and telling riddles. The first time Will was on stage was
probably toddling about after one of Annabelle's dance concerts when
he was 2. That was fun. He also participated with his family in the
Nauvoo and British Pageants. Which were in Nauvoo. Not Britain. He
really liked that. When his cousins and siblings auditioned for Wizard of
Oz he decided to give that a try. He likes it too. He does not like rapidly
spinning carnival rides.

CAST BIOS
Cameron Peterson
Cameron is 12 years old going into seventh grade at Valley View Middle School. He
loves playing the electric guitar, watching movies and playing with friends. He was on
the tech crew for two of his schools plays and as he was watching he thought “I
wonder what it feels like to be in the front of the stage and not the back”. In his
second semester of school he took a drama class and loved it. Near the end of the
year his teacher told him there was a Wizard of Oz play. He remembered what he had
said when he was on the tech crew and he decided to try out. He is excited to be in
his first play and happy to be a part of the Salem Community Theater.

Allie Shoemaker
Allie Shoemaker is 10 years old. She has 5 brothers, 1
sister, 2 cats, a dog and a fish. Allie loves puppies,
pasta, dancing, acting, drawing and Legos. She dreams
of one day becoming an actress. Wizard of Oz is her
first real stage experience and she has loved it all!

Lyla Severson
Lyla Willow Severson hails from Bonney Lake, Washington all
the way to Salem Utah! She loves to play the piano, is a
kayaking enthusiast, and has been story telling since she
was 2. Lyla loves the color blue. She is working on becoming
a Marine Biologist. Lyla is synchronize swimming her way
into becoming a fabulous Lady.

CAST BIOS
Avalon Barnes
Avalon is excited to be in her first performance with Salem Community
Theater. This is her second time with a community theater. She has made
great friends throughout rehearsals. Avalon is 9 years old and going in to
fourth grade. She loves adventure and is always on the move. Avalon enjoys
horseback riding, playing, dancing, and singing. She loves playing with her
next door neighbor and best friend, Dani. Avalon is thankful for support
from her friends and family and looking forward to an amazing show.

Milo Riley
Milo Riley- Milo is 10 years old and will be starting fifth grade in
the fall at Mt Loafer. He loves Stranger Things, Minecraft, Poppy
Playtime, Sonic, Kirby and ALL video games. He also plays tennis
and writes comic books that he sells door to door. He LOVES to
talk and does all day long and even in his sleep! Milo played the
lead role of Scrooge in his class's 4th grade play last year. And
Wizard of Oz is his debut on a real stage with an audience! He
has had such a great experience so far and hopes to continue
learning and performing with Salem Community Theater!

Taylor Hopkins
Taylor is 9 years old and is excited to be on the stage for the first
time in The Wizard of Oz. She has loved watching her cousins act
on stage, and wanted to try her hand at it herself. Now, she’ll
never look back. She loves animals, spending time with her family,
and playing with friends. When she’s not at rehearsal you may
find her at the pool, babysitting her chickens, or hanging out with
her dog.

CAST BIOS
Eden Lee
As an aspiring performer, Eden has long-loved singing and musical
theater. She can be found singing daily and working on her vocal
skills. She’s thrilled to be participating in the Wizard of Oz as her first
official performing arts experience. Eden loves sports and all things
athletics. She enjoys volleyball, soccer, and basketball and playing
endlessly with her younger sister Gabbie.

Cambry Wangsgard
Cambry Wangsgard is 17 years old and a senior in high school. She
has been doing theatre since she was 8 years old and loves being a
part of musicals. Some of her favorite roles have been Queen Iduna in
Frozen Jr, Tessie in Annie, a Delta Nu in Legally Blonde, and Ensemble
in Les Miserables. But her all time favorite movie and musical is The
Wizard of OZ! It has held a special place in her heart since she was
little and quoted the movie on a daily basis. She can’t wait to be a part
of this musical for a second time with her younger sister! She hopes
you enjoy the show!

Annabelle Lee
I am so happy to be in the Wizard of Oz! I've had an amazing time
learning songs and dances, petting Toto, and making green hats!
In my regular life I care for many animals, read a lot, and enjoy a
lively debate and/or a good dip in a cold lake. I'm so grateful for
everyone who has helped with this amazing show. It's been so fun
to see everything coming together!

CAST BIOS
Malaina Dunford
Malaina just turned 16 and she is so excited/nervous for her junior
year! Malaina has been a ballroom dancer for 7 years now and is on
the surge team at ALA. As of right now she is hoping to take the stage
in either dance, musical theatre, or even singing! She has literally
grown up in a theater and just feels like she’s at home when she’s
performing. This show is no exception! She is so excited to help
guide you into the land of Oz!

Michaella Mecham
Michaella Mecham is happy to join the Salem Community theater again!
Michaella grew up with a love for music and musical theater and performed in
many community shows in Centerville Utah while growing up. Though it has
been a few years she is happy to start performing again after some time away
from the stage. Michaella was recently seen in the Payson Community
Theaters Summer Nights of 2021 & 2022 as well as Salem community
theaters Music Revue “Sounds of Sondheim”. She happily works as a 5th
elementary school teacher and enjoys spending time doing all forms of art.
She is very grateful for the chance to be on the stage and to do what she
loves to do once again and for the new community she has found with the
Salem theater

Kelsey Eastmond
Kelsey has a passion for music and loves to perform. She loves to be on the
stage and is incredibly grateful that her husband James gets to perform
alongside her. She has been involved with several shows in the community over
the past few years. She currently teaches Music at Freedom Prep Academy in
Vineyard and is studying at BYU to get her Master's Degree in Music Education.
Some of her hobbies include quilting, playing board games, doing puzzles, and
spending time with family and friends. Favorite roles in her past include playing
Miss Dorothy in Thoroughly Modern Millie and the Narrator in Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat. She hopes you enjoy the show!

CAST BIOS
Melissa Lee
Melissa is having a ball as part of the show with her kids, family, and
new friends! She has always loved the arts and was in a couple of
plays as a kid. She had a ton of fun in the Nauvoo and British
Pageants in Illinois a couple of years ago, shepherding her children
around in pioneer garb and learning songs and dances. She is happy
for another opportunity for that "family feeling" of a cast coming
together to create something beautiful!

Lexi Dunford
Lexi is 12 years old and starting 7th grade this year! She is a
goofball and loves to have fun! Lexi is incredible at playing her
200 year old violin! And she is one amazing pianist! Originally
Lexi would be caught on stage for ballet, tap, or jazz; but
recently she has decided to mix it up a bit and go for theater.
This show has been a lot of fun for her! She has always loved
being on stage and is so, so, so happy to have this opportunity!

Heidi Wangsgard
Heidi Mae Wangsgard is 14 years old and a Freshman in High school. She has
been doing theatre since she was 8 years old and has loved it. When she was
just 9 years old she was able to play Molly in Annie along with her 2 older sisters.
Some of her favorite roles have included being a Maid in My Fair Lady, Ensemble
in Shrek and a Soloist in her schools review All Together Now. She is so excited
to be a part of this musical with her older sister Cambry. She’s loved helping out
with small costume pieces including making her own Ozian hat at home. She
can’t wait for you to see the show! Hope you enjoy!

CAST BIOS
Jessie Datin
Jessie Datin loves reading, math, and pretty much
everything at school, especially playing the double bass,
the flute, and singing. She has enjoyed participating in
school plays, and is so excited for this opportunity to be a
part of The Wizard of Oz. She really hopes you enjoy the
show.

Alice Roberts
My name is Alice Roberts. I am an avid musical theatre
enthusiast. I have participated in Salem Community Theatre for
two years. I have grown up watching musicals and my family act
in musicals. I am the youngest child of 11. I love singing and
writing. It has been a real adventure to work with my fellow cast
members in this production. I have loved working with the cast
and directors, all of whom I consider to be great friends. Salem
Community Theatre really does feel like one big family.

Alayna Maesta
Alayna is 14 years old and is going into 9th grade at Salem Junior
High School. She loves being involved in theater any chance she
gets! In addition to school and community plays, she also
participates in a Shakespearian group and will be performing in
Cedar City this fall. Her other interests include playing the cello,
reading, gardening, and swimming. She has one older sister, a
twin brother and two cats named Stella and Bob.

CAST BIOS
Jessica Ashby
Jessica's love for performing began with dance lessons at age 3 and she's
been performing ever since! Now she is a BFA Acting major at BYU. Some of
her favorite roles include Cathy in The Last Five Years, Nemo in Finding
Nemo the Musical, and Kathy Seldon in SCT’s production of Singin’ in the
Rain. Most recently she’s been in several short films/commercials and on
BYU’s Kinnect Dance Company. She seeks to continue to use her talents to
perform and eventually to teach to help and inspire young performers to
have the joy and confidence that theatre has brought her!

SPONSORS

Good Neighbor Donors
Llewellyn Plumbing
Travel Passport
Lavaun Story
Shawny Lee
Walter & Julie Johnson
Terry Weight
Fizz/Collette Johnson
Richard & Janice Harward
Colleen Weaver
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Bronze Donors
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Salem Community Theater is self-funded beyond the use of
city resources and facilities. All ticket and concession sales
are used to fund future productions. Actors, directors, and
production staff are all volunteers.
Please talk to a member of the executive team if you are
interested in donating to the theater or would like to be
involved or volunteer. We always need help with our
summer production in tech, concessions, costumes, etc.

Contact us at salemcommunitytheater@gmail.com or see
a member of the executive team after the show.
We appreciate your support!
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Thank you for supporting the show!

